Contemporary and classic styles.

Endless possibilities.
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Your bedroom’s unlike any other.
It’s a very personal place; it sets the tone when you wake up,
helps you look your best all day and welcomes you when you’re ready for sleep.
With Urbano, your bedroom can be as personal as you like.
A range of furniture to suit any setting and any lifestyle,
Urbano’s look is inspired by European design and contemporary metro cool.

Symphony is the name behind
some of the country’s most popular
kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms
and has been for over 45 years.
But whatever we do, our aim
remains simple: To create the
perfect living space.

Creating a look you’ll love.
Sharp style, or subtle with a touch of elegance?
Bold shades, or natural tones?
Practical chic or unashamed luxury?
Your bedroom should match your mood… and with so many options, Urbano’s ideal.
But the real beauty is that it allows you to bring together a variety of on-trend colours and
warm natural tones, luxurious textures and bold statements in your chosen combination,
making it truly a bedroom for everyone.
Urbano gives you a style that frees your inner designer and offers you endless possibilities.
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It’s easy with
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“When I wake up
in the morning light…”
Open your eyes.
	Every day’s a new day. Fresh and exciting, a different adventure.
	Welcome each one surrounded by everything you love.
A quick peek outside - how’s it looking?
Almost as beautiful as inside!
	Everything in its place, everything’s alright with the world.
Start the day in style with Urbano.
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“Are the stars out tonight?”
Wind down time. Me time. Bedtime.
	Whatever you call it, it’s time to relax.
	Look back on another day, remember so many good things
and talk about tomorrow. And where better to do that
than right here?
	Calm contrasts, soothing shades, designed to create
the perfect mood any time of day.
That’s Urbano.
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“Darling, that was so last year.”
“It’s all a question of taste.”
Up-to-the-minute, a design statement to savour.
Beautifully contrasting tones that reflect the latest thinking.
All created by Urbano.

Dusk Matt Dark Oak
and Solar Gloss White
The high gloss doors sharply
contrast with the rich,
dark oak for a look of pure
designer elegance, complete
with long, graceful handles.

1. A perfect fit in any space.
2. S
 parkling crystal handles
make a stylish alternative.
3. Contrasting drawers create the look.
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“I like to keep up with the latest...”
Oh so cool. With a certain tailored sophistication and clean cut looks.
Good news is, Urbano style’s surprisingly easy.

1. Create matching freestanding units easily.
2. Open bedside cabinets are available as part of the
headboard, providing a simple yet stylish storage solution.
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Solar Gloss Platinum
and Dusk Matt Dark Oak
Crisp and clean, the stunning gloss
platinum finish will introduce light
and bring your Urbano bedroom to
life. Whilst the Dark Oak presents
an impactful contrast with the
headboard being the focal point of
the room.
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Dusk Matt Light Ash
and Dusk Matt Stone
The contrasting earthy
tones of the drawer fronts
against the light textures
of the frame and main
wardrobes create a discreet
contrast and relaxed feel.
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“That’s beaten my all time best!”
A new approach. A different level. A fantastic, personal achievement.
An Urbano bedroom really is something to be proud of.
1. Bedside table wall hung to create space.
2. Glamorous square bar polished chrome handle.
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Dusk Matt Light Ash and
Solar Gloss Cashmere
For a lighter touch
combine similar tones with
contrasting textures, while
complementing the existing
en-suite furniture.
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1. Polished handles meet high gloss style.
2. Maximise storage with a combi wardrobe.

“There’s a place for everything.”
Crisp, elegant, clean... everything neat and tidy but still with an air of sheer class.
What else would you expect from Urbano?
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Dusk Matt Cashmere
and Dusk Matt Light Ash
A delicate mix of colours,
soft and light, to create
the perfect soothing foil
to a bold wall colour
and featured in a very
distinctive combination.
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1. Subtle contrasts work well.
2. Create a TV unit with bridging and drawer units.

“Hey, good looking!”
“I like the look of that!”
Everything has to be just so, right down to the tiniest detail.
It makes all the difference to Urbano’s overall look.
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Dusk Matt Walnut
A warm and traditional look
with the textured wood
grain effect complemented
by fashionable chrome
handles, in a fitted and
freestanding combination.

1. Fully fitted wardrobes give a tailored look.
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2. Desk or dressing table? You decide.

“There’s an art to creating a bedroom this stylish.”
The use of colour and composition, the application of texture, the attention to detail.
It’s what makes every Urbano bedroom different.
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“Still got it after all this time.”
“Still looking good.”
Grace, elegance… and with quality in Urbano’s every little detail,
you can be sure of those beautiful looks for years to come.

Solar Gloss Ivory
Mixing a traditional
fitted style with an ultra
contemporary high gloss
finish, creates a light and
airy mood to contrast
with the natural tones
of the walls.
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1. Transform an existing alcove.
2. Gloss finish reflects light back into the room.
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“There’s nothing like spending time with your children.”
Full of fun, packed with energy, teeming with bright ideas…
just like the bedroom and matching en-suite. Thanks, Urbano.
1. Stylish chrome feet available for selected units.
2. Alternate door colours for a striking contrast.
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Dusk Matt Dark Oak and
Lunar Painted White
A stunning combination of
natural light and dark tones,
creating a smart, fashionable
look that can be completely
echoed in the en-suite.
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1. Practical, deep drawered bedside storage.
2. T
 raditionally styled dressing table provides
a sophisticated make-up station.
1
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Orion Ivory
A classic style shaker door
in a light and refreshing
shade of ivory. Providing
plenty of clever storage
space and shown here with
matching bathroom units.

“There’s no one I’d rather wake up next to.”
Solid, dependable, reliable. Practically perfect, the most intelligent use of space.
It’s all part of Urbano.
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1. Create unique pieces, like a window seat.
2. C
 lean cut lines of Urbano wardrobes
are perfect for an alcove.

Orion Sage
The timeless classic of Orion
brings this bedroom to life.
The classic style is emphasised
by the wardrobe cornice,
and co-ordinates well with
the fitted window seat and
freestanding chest.
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“Wow! You really know how to make a statement.”
“I love creating just the right mood.”
Show it off to all your friends. Soak up the admiring glances,
with a look that will really get people talking. Urbano has style in spades.
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Creating the
perfect bedroom.
Endless possibilities start here.
In shape, size and style, Urbano can be
as flexible as you want it to be.

Freestanding
Why not go freestanding by framing
your chosen units to offer the ultimate
in contemporary design?

Fitted

Select your unit style.
Go fitted or go freestanding...

Fit your units neatly within
an alcove. Finish with infill
panels in any colour to give
a clean and on-trend design.

So imagine the possibilities, let the designer
in you run free and add those finishing touches
that will make it personally yours.
The next few pages show how you and Urbano
can create your perfect bedroom.

Wall Hung Chests
To create a feeling of light and space
with a contemporary floating look
go for wall hung units.

Fitted Chests
Create the fully fitted look
with adjoining drawer chests.
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Freestanding Chests

Coordinated End Chests

Dressing tables, drawer chests...
complement or contrast, they’re the
perfect match.

A selection of bedside tables and dressing
tables are available with coordinated ends,
for a slim sophisticated look.

Freestanding Chests
with decorative feet
Selected units can also be specified
with optional contemporary chrome feet.
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Choose your colours, choose your handles.

Choose your door colour
Create your unique look with different colour doors between
contemporary or traditional ranges. Choose a subtle variation
of finish and texture, or go for a bold contemporary contrast.
(See page 32)

Choose your wardrobe framing
Frame your units in your chosen matching or
contrasting finish to create that perfect bedroom.

Choose your drawer chest framing
Matching or contrasting, you decide. Why not have gloss
drawer fronts with woodgrain effect framing for that
ultra contemporary look and feel?
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Choose your drawer front colour
Think carefully about colour - warm, earthy tones are
relaxing, while darker tones add dramatic effect.
(See page 32)

Choose your handles
Bold and modern or traditional and elegant? An extensive range of
handle styles give you all the options including ‘crystal-embellished’.
(See page 34)

Choose your combi
wardrobe drawer colour
Select matching or contrasting drawers
to create a bedroom you’ll love.
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Frontal and framing options.
Go natural, go glossy, go colourful.

Beauty’s more than skin deep.
Whichever exterior option you
choose, the inside of every Urbano
unit has a contemporary linen finish.

Anything goes when you bring together your own unique style.
And Urbano makes it easy to get the look, with all these contemporary and classic
colour options, available in all frontals and framing.

To create that extra special finish,
internal drawer fronts and divider
units are supplied in a contrasting
linen finish.

Simply create a look you’ll love with matching or contrasting doors, drawers and frame.

Contrasting
Linen

Dusk

Solar

Lunar

Orion

Matt wood effect doors with matching edging in the
latest on-trend natural colour palette. Striking grains
add an extra level of intrigue.

High gloss finish that looks great on its own
or contrasts with wood grain doors to create
an ultra-contemporary look.

Stunning matt painted flat panel doors that give a
clean, crisp look in a range of natural tones reflecting
the current earthy palette.

Create a timeless classic,
available in three stunning
shaker finish options.

Matt
Light Ash

Matt
Walnut

Gloss
White

Gloss
Ivory

Painted
Clay

Painted
Pumice

Painted
White

Matt
Ivory

Matt
Stone

Matt
Cashmere

Gloss
Cashmere

Gloss
Platinum

Painted
Duck Egg Blue

Painted
Platinum

Painted
Stone

Matt
Platinum

Painted
Skylon Grey

Painted
Cashmere

Painted
Ivory

Matt
Sage

Matt
Dark Oak

Available in all door and drawer fronts,
plus 38mm frames only.

Available in all door and drawer fronts,
plus 18mm frames only.

Painted
Sage
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Linen

Available in all door and drawer fronts,
plus 18mm frames only.
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Handle options.
The finishing touch.
Your choice of handles can be purely practical or bring
a touch of luxury to your bedroom, and with stunning options
such as our glitter range, you can add a real wow factor!

Glitter Handle options.
Fascinating and alluring, our glitter handles add a touch of glitz and glamour.

Choose from our wide and varied range...

Kensington Pull Handle
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 1

Kensington Bar Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 2

Kensington Bar Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 1088mm
Option 4
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Kensington Bar Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 480mm
Option 3

Satin Nickel Square Knob
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 16mm
Option 5

Concave Satin Nickel Handle
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 7

Concave Satin Nickel Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 192mm
Option 8

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 11

Square Chrome Bar Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 12

Chrome Glitter Square Knob
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 14

Chrome Bow Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 192mm
Option 9

Satin Nickel Square Knob
(Door) Handle Centres: 16mm
Option 6

Chrome Bow Handle
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 10

Chrome Wave ‘D’ Handle
(Drawer and door) Handle Centres: 224mm
Option 13

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 17

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome Handle
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 21

Clear Faceted Knob
(Drawer and Door)
Option 25

Chrome Glitter Bar Handle
Handle Centres: 160/192mm
Option 15

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 18

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 480mm
Option 22

Large Round Knob and Backplate
(Drawer and door)
Option 26

Square Bar Polished Chrome Handle
(Drawer) Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 19

Stepped Polished Chrome Handle
(Drawer and door) Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 23

Chrome and Crystalized™
Swarovski Elements Pull Handle
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 16

Square Bar Polished Chrome Handle
(Door) Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 20

Treasure Drop Handle
(Drawer and door) Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 24

Natural Iron Fluted Knob and Backplate
(Drawer and door)
Option 27

Vote Inox Knob
(Drawer and door)
Option 28
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Lighting

Get organised... any way you choose.

Discreet overhead lighting makes finding
the right outfit a breeze.

Hanging rails
Light just where you need it, with an optional
illuminated hanging rail. Choose single for long
items, or double hanging rails to maximise space.

Select from a wide range
of internal options
Multiple interior options, full of clever storage ideas
so you can tailor your space to suit you.

Choose your accessories
Get the look... add stylish accessories such as
chic illuminated mirrors and neat ‘floating’ shelves.

Internal lighting
Practical meets beautiful.
Optional discreet lighting strips
make sure you can see everything
without them getting in the way.
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Internal drawer dividers

Push-to-open internal drawers

Neatly store your personal belongings away
with purpose-built internal storage.

An ideal choice for smaller items, and help keep your
bedroom clutter free.

Storage compartments
Divider units in contrasting linen finish
make sure everything’s neatly stored
but completely visible at a glance.
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Internal options.

Hanging Rails

The inside story.

A selection of hanging rails are available to neatly store your
clothes away. Choose from the standard, illuminated, deluxe
or pull down option, depending on your needs:

Urbano’s versatility isn’t limited to how it looks, with a range
of interior options to make it as practical as it is stylish.
Divide the space up with single or double height hanging,
practical full height shelving or push-to-open internal drawers…
Urbano gives you all sorts of ways to keep your bedroom tidy
and clutter-free.

The standard rail is both functional and contemporary
with its polished chrome finish.

Push-to-open drawers give a sleek look,
uncluttered by handles.

Thick 25mm shelves provide a contemporary and
practical alternative to drawers for folded items.
Upgrade to the illuminated hanging rail with cleverly integrated LED
lighting strip. Motion activated to brighten up your wardrobe when the
door is opened.

Plenty of internal
options available
to ensure that
everything has
a place.

Concealed shelf
hanging brackets
offer a desirable
finish, whilst giving
the impression of
a floating look.

Use the deluxe hanging rail when you want all the style and panache of
the illuminated rail without the lights.

Why not upgrade to
the pull down rail* to
make it easier to reach
those higher places and
use every inch of space.

Urbano gives you the flexibility to arrange
the internal space to best suit you.
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Selected wardrobes
are available with
stunning integrated
lighting to make
searching through your
wardrobe much easier.

It’s all about the finishing touches.
All wardrobes include fully integrated soft close hinges as standard,
with all drawers including soft close runners as standard. Hinges include
cover caps to complete the overall look of your Urbano wardrobe.
*Please note that the pull
down rail is not compatible
with bi-fold wardrobes.
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Bedroom accessories.
Wardrobe internal options

Details, details... they’ll make all the difference
to the look and feel of your room.

A wide selection of internal option configurations are available to suit the
various wardrobe widths. Wardrobes are available in a stunning linen finish,
whilst organising compartments and push to open drawers are supplied in
a contrasting linen colour.

Style

1

2

3

4

5

Here you’ll find a host of co-ordinating
accessories from matching mirrors to stylish
shelves, together with discreet contemporary
lighting options, all designed to make your
Urbano bedroom just perfect.

Glass countertops
Width

Style

300mm
450mm
600mm
900mm

6

7

600mm
900mm

8

9

10

For discreet additional protection against spills,
available in a range of sizes.

11

12

Illuminated
wall hung mirror

Floating shelves
Style 6 is shown here maximising the space
available with half height hanging for shirts
and additional floating drawers for folded items.

Available in finishes to match your furniture,
for a complete designer bedroom solution.

Width

Style

13

14

15

600mm
900mm

16

17

18

19

20

Drawer dividers

Please note that
all internal push to
open drawers are
not compatible with
bi-fold wardrobes.
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Designed to match any
bedroom style, with an
attractive contemporary
silver frame featuring
integrated ambient LED
lighting. Two sizes available.

Helps keep smaller items such as socks,
belts and ties neat and tidy.

Width

600mm
900mm

900mm
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Co-ordinating
en-suites.
What could be nicer… than walking
into a beautiful en-suite with all
the style and panache of your sleek
Urbano bedroom?
With a range of en-suites available
from our fabulous Aquadi range
designed to fully co-ordinate with
our Urbano bedrooms, you can easily
create a seamless look throughout.

1. V
 alencia Ivory matches Urbano’s Orion Ivory.
2. L
 inear Fiora Cashmere matches
Urbano’s Solar Gloss Cashmere.

2
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Urbano...
	Urbano bedroom products are available from specialist
interior retailers throughout the UK and Ireland. To find out
more about our products and to locate your nearest retailer
please log onto www.symphony-group.co.uk/urbano

...by Symphony
	Other brands within the Symphony Group include Gallery
Kitchens and Aquadi Bathroom Furniture. To find out more
about Gallery please visit www.symphony-group.co.uk/gallery
	To find out more about co-ordinating Aquadi en-suites
and to order a bathroom brochure please log on to
www.symphony-group.co.uk/aquadi

1

1. Why not choose a sliding wardrobe
from our MODA collection to
coordinate with your Urbano low
level chest and bedsides?

The FSC logo shown opposite means that the paper used to
produce this brochure is certified by the Forest Stewardship
Council and comes from well managed forests and company
controlled sources. FSC is an independent global organisation
that sets standards for responsible forest management which
support forest communities and protects the environment.

2. Symphony also manufactures kitchens
that encompasses the latest design
styles and trends.

For more information visit www.fsc-uk.org
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Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road, Barnsley S72 7EZ
General Consumer Enquiries
T.
F.
E.

01226 446000
01226 711185
enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk

Retail Sales Office Enquiries and Orders
T.
F.
E.

 orthern 01226 446541
N
Southern 01226 446655
01226 719317
retailsales@symphony-group.co.uk

www.symphony-group.co.uk/urbano

Creating the perfect living space

In keeping with our policy of continuous product development, we reserve the right to change colours, designs, materials, descriptions or methods of manufacture. Such changes may be made without notice and without
incurring any liability. Nothing in this publication should be considered to be part of any contract. PVC laminates and melamine finishes are subject to slight colour change over a period of years. Colour reproduction in
this brochure is as accurate as printing techniques allow. Not every showroom contains all the products featured in this brochure. No part of this brochure and said photographs and other works may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means (including but not limited to photocopying or storing in any electronic mediums) without the prior express written permission of The Symphony Group PLC. A copy of our Conditions
of Sale is available on request (Urbano is a trademark of The Symphony Group). © The Symphony Group PLC 2017. Errors and omissions excepted.
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